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CRIAQ Objects:
• To grow religious instruction excellence across Christian RI participants in the sector using 

RI sector Principles and Standards of Practice, Accreditation and training regimes, and 
policies.

• To educate parents/carers of informed consent and opt-in processes.
• To build opt-in rates that ensure RI is offered in the majority of state schools throughout 

Queensland.
• To be the sought after and respected voice of Christian RI within Queensland and a 

recognised resource of matters of concern related to Christian RI practice. 
• To support and strengthen the reputation and value of RI in curriculum time, through 

respected Principles and Practice Standards, across all strategic and key stakeholders.
• To support strategically the ongoing growth of grass-roots RI practitioners so they are 

respected providers within Queensland State Schools.
• To strategically foster, nurture and support RI by working collaboratively with Christian 

Denominations, Independent Churches and with local church Pastors.
• To raise public awareness of RI and its contribution to faith, value and their cultural 

expressions.
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CRIAQ acknowledges the traditional owners and custodians of 
country throughout Queensland and the Torres Strait in Australia 
and acknowledges their continuing connection to land, waters 
and community.

We pay our respects to the Ancestors of all Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples as Australia’s first peoples, their warriors, 
the cultures and Elders past, present and emerging.

We recognise and value the ongoing contribution of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people and communities to 
Queensland life, and how this enriches us.  We embrace the 
spirit of reconciliation.

Acknowledgement
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Chair
CRIAQ Governance Committee
Rev David Baker

This work has been one of the most encouraging experiences of my life in ministry. It is a 
space of effective and respectful ecumenical and inter-faith collaboration. The Alliance in 
Queensland is a collaborative space of 15 Christian denominations, working together to 
support a ministry across the State that is locally managed and overseen. The Alliance is 
also a member of the Multi-Faith RI Network, where Baha’i, Buddhist, Christian, Jewish, 
and Islamic RI leaders work together.

The challenges for this ministry are significant, yet the key goal – that young people in 
Queensland will be able to explore, question, and discover the faith of the church – God 
revealed in Jesus Christ, and all that means for life - is worthy of our commitment and 
energy. 

You will also see the work that has been done to support and resource this ministry. We 
are working to ensure its quality and sustainability. 

This ministry works because local churches and members of churches are committed to 
providing Religious Instruction. This is a significant commitment in terms of time, effort and 
finances.  The Alliance honours those who deliver and support this ministry. 

I particularly acknowledge our partners in ministry, the Queensland Christian RI Network 
(QCRIN) – a collaborative network of RI Coordinators, RI Instructors and other volunteers. 

I also place on record our thanks and appreciation of Murray Averill, our first CEO. Murray 
provided excellent service to this organisation. His skills and experience, his wisdom and 
gifts, have established us as a credible entity with the Department of Education, Churches, 
and Political Parties. 

The commitment of the churches – financially and through the Governance Committee -
and our donors has been invaluable in the Alliance’s capacity to deliver on its work, and 
we thank them for their support.

In the words of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr, “we’ve come a long, long way, 
but we’ve still got a long way to go”. 

I hope you are encouraged as you read 
this annual review and see that
supporting this ministry is a vital part
of the church’s life and ministry
in Queensland. 

Governance 
Perspective

Did you know that Christian 
RI is the 4th largest informal 

volunteer group in 
Queensland?
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Our vision is that every 
young person in Qld state 
schools has the opportunity 
to explore, question,
and discover
Christian faith. 

Isaiah 54:2A “Enlarge the place of your tent, stretch your tent curtains 
wide, do not hold back; lengthen your cords, strengthen your stakes.
For you will spread out to the right and to the left.”

RI…
a ministry, a reach, 
a future
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If ever there was a time to call on all Christians to connect with parents within their 
relationship circles and non-school networks to encourage parents to consider RI to 
build faiths and values – it is now.

Christian RI provides a safe learning environment where children and young people 
can explore faith and values, that will have a lasting positive impact on them as 
individuals. These same values create better communities and society from this 
generation to the next.

Maintaining high consent rates is a critical factor in keeping RI in Queensland state 
schools, and in curriculum time.

RI in
Queensland

2020
as at April 2020

2021
as at April 2021

Trend Primary School 
2021 Data

Consent YES 173,787
(30% of total)

190,120
(32.7% of total)

Increase of 2.7%
2020 to 2021

41.2%
Primary School only 

enrolments

Incomplete 64,007 71,723
Incompletes continue to 
rise (1%) – a target 
population for RI

7.8% Incomplete

Blank 130,770 91,483 Decrease (21.9%) in RI 
section left blank 11% Blank

Consent No 217,761 256,349
2.5% increase in 
parents not consenting 
into RI

40.2%
Primary School 
only enrolments

Total Student 
Enrolments 578,100 580,172

Increase of 0.4%
2020 to 2021
Largest growth Metropolitan, 
South East, North Coast

Christian RI
makes up just over

95%
of all RI in Qld

OneSchool RI Statistics – All Enrolments 2021 and New enrolments 2021, Department of 
Education Queensland –All Schools  released 16 April 2021.

NOTE:  Not all schools record RI data in One School.
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Christian RI in
Queensland

Why become an RI Volunteer?

Teaching 
faith… 
grows 

your faith
So the next 
generation 
can explore 

and 
discover 
faith & 
values

To help 
others and 

social 
connection

To use 
skills and 

experience

Over 3,300+ volunteers provide 
Christian RI to state school students

49.7% of 
Queenslanders

identify as
Christian

ABS Census 2016

>450,000
volunteer hours

this year

in over 900 Qld
state schools
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Stories from the 
grass roots

One of my grade 3 classes from the very beginning wouldn’t settle. I tried everything I knew and 
nothing worked.  An RI colleague came into my class for moral support.  A miracle happened:
• One of the students wrote me a sorry letter, asking for forgiveness,
• One student who always yelled came up and apologised for his behaviour and promised to 

do better.
• The classroom teacher apologised to me in front of the class.
• The kids were respectful, kind, and they interacted and engage with the RI lesson.

Since that day this class has remained the same.
RI Instructor

The last day of term 2, I was walking around with my 
Year 3 child for an under 8s morning.  I was bemused 
to hear another Year 3 student tell my own child ‘you 
are lucky that your mum is a Religion teacher’. 

The student went on to explain that her mother 
believes, but her faither does not and that makes her 
sad, as she beliefs God.

RI Instructor

I had a year 4 student come up to me after class and say “thank you - you explained it to me 
now in a way understand.” 

I have spent all of the beginning of this term talking about who Jesus is and reminding them of 
what the gospel message is all about.

RI Instructor – this is their first year teaching RI.

I want to thank all RI Instructors for the work they do. This is my story. I have two grandchildren in grade 1 
and 3 at a Queensland state school.  In 2020 before starting school, I was having a discussion with my 
grandson about beautiful animals and said God created them. My grandson said who is God? I said have 
you not heard of him. "No, was the reply."  We have lived far away for for nearly all their lives. I explained 
that God created the animals, plants, stars, planets etc and my grandson replied, "Is he like superman, 
spiderman or wonder woman?" Our own children grew up going to church every Sunday and as parents we 
were heavily involved in different ministries.  I asked my son later when were they getting baptised and he 
replied they could make up their own mind when they grow up. They came here for a few days visit recently 
and my grandson was talking about God, heaven, how to be good and as grandparents we were amazed, 
because he was very curious about God. Where did that knowledge come from? It came from the RI 
Instructor who probably sometimes think they are not making much headway. It has sparked an interest in 
the parents also who now openly discuss God with their children.  I just want to thank you all and say keep 
up the good work. Thankful Grandparents
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CRIAQ developed a Strategic Roadmap 2020-2023 that has guided the 
advancement of Christian RI, statewide, in Queensland.  This roadmap has 
informed decisions, projects, activities and outcomes.  The roadmap consists 
of 8 strategic initiatives.

Our Strategic 
Roadmap 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Critical stakeholder relationships, key relationships, and membership communication
Improving advocacy and support of RI, through information, campaigns and media (traditional & social).
Outcome: Growing relationship capital that fosters retain RI in curriculum time and increases opt-in rates.

Existing and new RI curriculums reviewed
Longer term goal is to have reviews completed prior to publication.
Outcome: Curriculums used meet education standards.

CRIAQ collaborating with, and supporting, Multi-faiths RI
Christian RI collaborating to achieve a cohesive Multi-faiths RI.
Outcome:  RI reputation is continuously improving with critical stakeholders.

Christian RI known for good practice
Implement RI Principles & Good Practice, including feedback, 
complaints, disputes framework.
Outcome:  Christian RI has state-wide consistency of practice.

Christian RI engagement & commitment
Fostering new generations of RI people.
Outcome:  Christian RI succession builds sustainability.

CRIAQ engages nationally
Supporting RI in other jurisdictions.
Outcome:  CRIAQ infrastructure has national 
potential.

CRIAQ capacity to serve
Revenue addresses critical needs.
Outcome:  CRIAQ sustainability
secured.

CRIAQ
Membership

Member growth
and satisfaction

Outcome:  CRIAQ as an
enabler of Christian RI

Christian RI provides a safe 
environment for children to 

develop a positive self-image, 
identity and resilience. It gives 
young people an opportunity to 
form their understanding of the 

morals and values from the 
teachings of Jesus.

stablise ßà consolidate    ßà advance   à
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 1
Critical stakeholder relationships, 
key relationships, and membership 
communication

Priorities 2021

Strategically 
connect with 
members 
throughout 2021.

Strategic 
relationship with 
Department of 
Education 
fostered.

CRIAQ commenced holding a stakeholder meeting each term 
with a group of frontline RI leaders, QCRIN, and heads of legal 
entities, to foster connectivity and become more informed on 
matters at local levels.

Improvement in member engagement remains important.  A 2022 
outcome is to improve engagement with local churches and keep 
them informed on advancements and improvements in Christian 
RI.

CRIAQ CEO, Murray Averill, developed a strong, effective, 
cooperative relationship with the Department of Education, 
particularly the Assistant Director General responsible for RI.  
This has proven to enable solutions to be put in place effectively.  
Multi-faith RI representatives and Christian RI representatives 
meet with the Director General of the Department to seek 
solutions that would further enable RI.

Department of Education Religious Instruction Quality Assurance 
Advisory Group (RIAQ) membership is Department staff and 
Faith and Christian Denominational representatives.  Murray 
Averill, CRIAQ CEO, brought enhancements to the unity and 
accord of RI members through a pre-RIQA meeting so all faith 
representatives were better informed about agenda items. This 
has enhanced RIQA outcomes, particularly more favourable
meeting conversations and improved actions arising from RIQA 
meetings. 

During the August meeting of RIQA, Religious Instruction was 
acknowledged by the Department for:
• Our COVID safe practices from the beginning of the pandemic 

(our own plan, and then alignment with the Department 
COVID-safe practices), meant the Department has had no  
COVID related concerns or  complaints.

• Our acting early on changes to Child Protection law was also 
acknowledged,  and we were affirmed for demonstrating being 
‘ahead of the game’ in this critical element of working with 
students.

RIQA remains a critical stakeholder platform for strategically 
important matters relating to maintaining the political 
commitments into operational reality, and the current status quo 
of religious instruction in state schools.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 1   cont’d
Critical stakeholder relationships, 
key relationships, and membership 
communication

Priorities 2021

Keep Christian RI 
out of traditional 
media.

Maintain our own 
social media 
presence.

Explore digital 
means of 
Christian RI 
reaching parents 
to increase 
parental consent.

Negative media has not occurred in 2021 thus far, an answer to 
prayer.

Social media presence on facebook has grown.   Between 
January and June 2021 we reached 14,371 people (an increase 
of over 100% on previous period.)   Instagram needs attention to 
maximise reach.

Two social media campaigns occurred in 2021:
• Recruitment campaign to encourage more RI Instructors in RI 

Month (February).  A particular focus was next generation of RI 
volunteers so Christian RI is better placed for succession whilst 
maintaining continuity.

• Parent Information Campaign – how parents should consent 
their child/ren into Christian RI (August & September 2021):

• 9,100 How to Consent flyers distributed in Koorong
catalogues,

• Series of social media advertisements pitched to 
parents.

NB:  Social media campaign reach and outcomes data is featured later 
in this Review.

Christian RI was featured at the annual Amplify Conference 
(which moved to on-line in 2021).  This is a key platform for 
growing a wider understanding of the:
• ministry of RI and how it engages with children consented into 

RI by parents,
• role RI plays in kingdom outcomes,
• development of Christian values early in the lives of students.

Amplify is also an opportunity to encourage the next generation of 
RI Instructors and Coordinators.

Identifying affordable ways in which we can reach parents to 
inform them about Christian RI and increase parent consent 
remains a priority, and will be the focus of a dedicated project 
throughout 2022.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 2
Existing and new RI curriculums 
reviewed

Priorities 2021

Use RI 
Curriculums that 
meet Queensland 
Department of 
Education 
standards.

To review at least 
4 curriculums per 
annum.

Curriculum reviews remain a priority for CRIAQ because these 
reviews ensure curriculum in use meet all Queensland 
Department of Education standards.  These reviews are 
published on the Christian RI website, and are used by school 
Principals to inform them of the high standard and quality of RI 
curriculum in use.

Curriculum reviews conducted or being conducted  in 2021:
• Connect B1
• Getting to know Jesus (due by January 2022)
• Connect C1 (due by January 2022)
• Godspace Green
• Buddhist RI (on behalf of Multi-faith Ri)

Getting to know Jesus is a Queensland curriculum written and 
designed by Evangelisation Brisbane.  This curriculum addresses 
both accessiblility and affordability needs of Queensland.  Many 
RI Instructors fund the cost of RI program materials from their 
own pockets. Its learning approach of storytelling addresses the 
needs of new RI programs for indigenous students in more than 
one school/region in Queensland 

CRIAQ has developed relationships with publishers to continue to 
make available excellent RI curriculum for use throughout 
Queensland.  For the first time in 2021 a curriculum will be 
reviewed prior to publication – Godspace Green.  Our thanks to 
publishers who are working with us so cooperatively.

A three-year projection of curriculum reviews has been 
established and communicated with publishers.

Curriculum reviews are only possible because of the in-kind 
contribution of:
• Associate Professor Jill Willis, Faculty of CI, Education & 

Social Justice, School of Teacher Education and Leadership 
(QUT) who authors each curriculum review.

• A team of experienced and qualified educators who volunteer 
to undertake this review work in detail.

Curriculum reviews, whilst able to be accomplished through in-
kind contribution, is a key contributor to the ease of approval of RI 
in a state schools by a local school Principal.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 3
CRIAQ collaborating with, and 
supporting, Multi-faiths RI

Priorities 2021

Cohesive and 
respected Multi-
faiths RI

Our Multi-faiths RI colleagues have stood alongside Christian RI, 
in particular as a collective RI:
• We sought to address critical issues both in RIQA (Religious 

Instruction Quality Assurance, Queensland Department of 
Education), and in meetings with the Director General, 
Department of Education, and the Assistant Director General 
who has oversight of RI.

• Following on from the political campaign to foster partisan 
support across a number of political parties and independents 
in 2020 to retain RI in state schools for at least the next term of 
Government – further work has been undertaken to secure 
these promises through operational implementation with 
commitment integrity.

• Fostering the Multi-faiths network as a key faiths group that 
can speak at both political and senior departmental levels has 
been an important factor in maintaining RI in state schools in 
curriculum time.  The presence and contribution of our multi-
faith leaders continues to be invaluable.

Essentially, the experience of working with people of other faiths 
has been important to RI across the state.  This network honours
each other, shows deep regard and respect for one another, and 
is both rewarding and affirming.
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Pictured above: Buddhist, Jewish, Christian, and Muslim leaders share their 
commitment to RI in State Schools
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 4
Christian RI known for good 
practice

Priorities 2021

Statewide 
consistency 
enhanced

2021 commenced with the field test of the first statewide training for 
all RI Instructors. Christian RI Foundations, Module 1 was officially 
launched in March 2021.  This was followed by Modules 2 & 3 in 
May.  The 2021 priority was all new RI Instructors, and then 
beginning to reach existing RI instructors from 2021 through to 2023.

2021

2022

2023

RI Instructors Trained:  1360 - Module 1, 195 Module 2, 75 Module 3

target

3300 - Modules 1, 2, 3

No. RI Volunteers completed Foundations

3,300+ RI Instructors
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 4   cont’d
Christian RI known for good 
practice

Priorities 2021

Statewide 
consistency 
enhanced

In 2022 Christian RI will 
commence the field test of the first 
statewide leadership training for 
RI School Coordinators and 
Coordinators who operate at a 
regional level.

Christian RI currently has 31 trained and 
authorised Foundations Presenters.  These 
presenters are located in every Department of 
Education region.  Some presenters are skilled in 
offering this training via zoom.  By close of 2021 we 
anticipate having 35 Foundations Presenters.  We 
still seek an outback presenter.

Foundations training gives me confidence in the very important area of 
role description for RI. Unless we know what we are doing it is very hard 
to know how to do this ministry with the utmost professionalism it 
deserves. Foundations (Modules 1,2 & 3) in short covers Policy; 
relationships with school, students, staff, RI Coordinators, church, 
parents and anyone else who may be involved; and lastly gives you vital 
tools for engaging students in amazing purposeful and loving lessons.
Raelene Robinson, Rockhampton Region

As an RI Instructor, Coordinator, trainer and facilitator of training, I can't 
speak highly enough of the excellent training resource that has been 
provided.  Foundations Modules 1, 2 and 3 are well named, each of the 
core areas covering general basic information that is vital for 'good practice' 
for RI Instructors to follow.  Once knowledge is shared visually, verbally and 
with practical demonstrations and discussion ideas, I have seen that there
is a high level of interest and involvement in the learning experience.
As an Area Coordinator, I couldn't be happier having quality training tools 
and aids supplied by Christian RI and others, to advance the cause of RI in 
our State of Queensland.
Helene McCowan, Gold Coast Region
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 4     cont’d
Christian RI known for good 
practice

Priorities 2021

Compliance and 
disputes 
requirements met

2022 will see the launch of Christian RI Principles and 
Good Practice framework which will guide the practice 
of RI Instructors, School Coordinators, as well as local 
churches and local RI cooperatives, and is applicable 
statewide.  This will for the first time formally

document expectations and 
requirements for RI at all levels of 
operationalization.

2021 will close with the launch of 
the Christian RI Code of Conduct 
which will be signed by all RI 
Instructors and Coordinators 
across the state.    This Code of 
Conduct will enable a local 
addendum to be included for any 
conduct matters that are specific 
to a location or region.

2021 has also seen the field test of the 
Christian RI Feedback, Complaints and 
Disputes Framework.  This has been 
applied to all complaints received 
through QCRIN and has proven to work 
effectively at resolving complaints fully.  
It will be launched by December 2021

 

 
 
This Code of Conduct outlines the required practice, acceptable conduct and behaviour expected 
of any individual involved in the leadership and/or coordination or instruction of Christian RI in 
Queensland State Schools including Governance, Leadership, Volunteers, Legal Entities and their 
staff, and volunteer or paid RI instructors or coordinators.  It is designed to sit alongside a local 
church Code of Conduct applicable to volunteers or paid RI personnel, or a legal entity Code of 
Conduct. 

Developed by the 
Christian Religious Instruction Alliance in Queensland (CRIAQ) 

on behalf of all Christian RI practitioners. 
CRIAQ ABN 53 297 468 669  (an Unincorporated Association) 

Version: 1:0,   Approved:  22 January 2021 
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 5
Christian RI engagement and 
commitment

Priorities 2021

RI engagement 
and commitment

Launched RI Month, FEBRUARY, each year. 
RI Month is designed to encourage local churches 
to commission RI, a vital local church ministry within 
the local community, and acknowledge and pray for 
their RI team on one Sunday in RI Month).
RI Month Theme 2021 - recruit next gen RI 
Instructors.
Outcome: increased number of new RI Instructors, 
and RI acknowledged as a local church ministry.  

2022 GOALS:
• Greater local church involvement in RI Month each year.
• RI Month 2022 to include Liturgy, Sermon Notes, How to Interview RI 

volunteers, RI Facts.
• New RI Instructors to sustain current commitment and expand and grow RI 

into new schools.

CRIAQ has started to engage in conversations with Theological Colleges and 
other Christian Leadership organisations in Queensland to integrate RI Instructor 
time and development into undergraduate theological studies as a practicum.  
This will continue throughout 2022.

Launched Parent Consent 
Campaign, August 2021
Campaign designed to inform
parents how to consent their
child/ren into Christian RI at
enrolment or any time.
9,100 Information Leaflets
Included in Koorong catalogue,
Facebook Ads, local church
Engagement.
Outcome: higher consent rates

2022 GOAL:   undertake a project to find a direct communication platform to 
parents of state school students to increase Parental Consent and RI 
participation rates.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 5
Christian RI engagement and 
commitment

Priorities 2021

RI engagement 
and commitment

Reach and response to the 2 campaigns in 2021 are:

RI Month, Christian RI Facebook  results February 2021

Did you know…   reached 10,200 people, 445 likes & 
reactions, 582 click thru

Every year…   reached 1,900 people, 92 likes & reactions, 
52 click thru

GOAL: Increase reach, likes/reactions/click thru during RI
Month February 2022

Social media results 5 August to 25 August 2021

Paid Social Media Ads
Times displayed in people’s facebook feed 29,562
People reached 7,831
Link clicks generated 234
Web page visits 314
Christian Values + National Framework had best click 
through rate and Register Consent best website visits 
(284)

Organic Christian RI facebook ads
People reached 1,989
New page ‘likes’ 24
Page views 143

Campaigns generate far higher post engagement, connection, especially video views.

RI Month 2022
February
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Parents did you know that...
• All major Christian denominations in 

Queensland support Christian RI in our state 
schools. 

• Where it is o!ered, on average the majority of 
primary school parents choose RI to be part of 
their child’s education. 

Why consent your child into Christian RI?
Christian RI:
• Gives your child the opportunity to explore  

the beliefs and values of the Christian faith; 
• Nurtures your child’s spiritual well-being;
• Contributes positively to your child’s broad 

and holistic education. 

The key values of the Christian faith, such as care 
and compassion, respect and responsibility, align 
with the National Framework for Values Education. 
These values are embedded in the Christian RI 
curricula. 

Christian RI instructors are skilled and competent. 
They undertake RI training and annual mandatory 
Department of Education training, and use 
contemporary methods of teaching. 

You can consent your child into, or out of, Christian 
RI at any time. Simply email or write to your school 
principal.

Learn more about Christian RI -
go to christianri.org.au.

Tick Yes and write Christian to 
consent your child into Christian RI  

(Religious Instruction)

Parent Consent Campaign,, August 2021
10,500 How to Consent Flyers produced:
9,100 included in Koorong Catalogue (August 2021)
900 distributed direct to parents

RI volunteers and staff encouraged to share the flyer or
a digital version of the flyer with parents in their circle of 
relationships and influence.
GOAL:  Increase consent into Christian RI.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 5  cont’d
Christian RI engagement and 
commitment

Priorities 2021

Statewide 
structure to 
support local 
leadership

CRIAQ has recognised the importance of increasing capacity 
across the state to further support, enable, and progress 
Christian RI.  This was a strategic initiative in 2021.

Whilst work has progressed on the elements of a statewide 
structure, securing grant/foundation or donor funding is the 
first step toward a statewide structure becoming reality.

A statewide structure to provide on-the-ground support and 
leadership across regions and would:
• Foster the engagement with local churches, particularly in 

places where there is already strong parental consent in a 
local school, yet no Christian RI program.

• Support the continuous improvement of Christian RI, in 
particular handling of complaints and progressing major 
projects, eg good practice implementation.

• Support school RI Coordinators in addressing matters of 
concern with a school Principal.

• Enable, through ongoing development, the consistency of 
capability of good practice RI across all regions.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 6
CRIAQ engages nationally

Priorities 2021

Alignment with 
national RI 
arrangements 
and engage in 
initiatives 
relevant to 
Queensland

CRIAQ has continued to engage with other jurisdictions on 
religious instruction/education.   The desire to collaborate and 
cooperate is a posture we demonstrate.

We have been involved in national conversations on numerous 
occasions, many instigated by Murray Norman, CEO Christian 
SRE (NSW), and the desire for collaboration nation-wide by all 
who participate.  We have been approached to share information 
and experiences across jurisdictions.

Evident in all conversations:
• The varied stages and phases of the RI journey across the 

country.
• The opportunities and challenges across the nation:  some 

states are still actively providing SRE/RI (NSW/QLD) some are 
seeking to initiate RI (WA), and others trying to re-initiate RI 
(VIC), some in the exploration phases (NT) and some have RI 
in very small pockets (eg 1 state school in a community).

• Varied capacity and resources – although the willingness to 
share has been invaluable.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 7
CRIAQ capacity to serve statewide 
the needs of RI

Priorities 2021

Revenue 
sustainability 
requirements

Digital 
infrastructure 
addresses critical 
requirements, 
user 
needs/access, 
reporting

Sustainability is a critical governance priority even with the leaps 
forward in both 2020 and 2021.  There is no doubt that achievements 
across 2020 and 2021 have begun to put in place building blocks of a 
brighter future for RI in Queensland. 

A strategic priority for 2022 onwards is the development of digital 
infrastructure that will address critical requirements and user needs and 
access.  The prudent financial management of CRIAQ combined with 
the ongoing membership contribution has resulted in a surplus.  This 
surplus will be used to put aside a small commencement of reserves to 
sure up the financial sustainability of CRIAQ, and to contribute initial 
funding for an integrated digital strategy, which combined with donor 
contributions, will begin in earnest commencing 2022. 

State schools have increasingly become community hubs which 
engage with parents, support civic participation, coordinate educational 
and community services, help generate community partnerships, and 
enable greater community footprint across school facilities.  This trend 
of state schools as communitarian has led to state schools seeking to 
minimize distinctions between schools in the community and schools of 
the community.
(‘Schools as Community Hubs: Policy Context, Educational Rationales, and Design 
Challenges’, Dr Ian McShane RMIT, Assoc Prof J Watkins UWS, Prof D Meredyth
RMIT, Joint AARE APERA International Conference, Sydney 2012)

A local state school is a partnership between the Government, parents 
and the local community, and local churches are significant community 
entities.  With high level parent consent, RI not only works with 
students to explore and discover faith, it links local schools with its local 
churches in the community.

Religious Instruction in Queensland begins with local church 
engagement through the provision of accrediting their own volunteers 
to deliver Religious Instruction, and supporting these volunteers as a 
ministry of the local church as they engage in the school as a 
community hub. 

There are so many examples of the way in which RI connects local 
church with local state school.  Here are some which have arisen from 
COVID lockdowns:
• A family had to leave their rented accommodation and had no 

options, the local church through its RI connection were able to 
provide house for rent.

• Many RI people and their local churches have provided food 
hampers for families who have lost wages and are doing it tough 
during the pandemic.

• Wellbeing packs have been left at schools by RI people to support 
families in need.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 7   cont’d
CRIAQ capacity to serve statewide 
the needs of RI

Priorities 2021

Donor strategy 
implemented that 
fosters revenue 

The progression and advancements in Christian RI since 2019 
have achieved through the funding by CRIAQ members and 
donors.  Whilst COVID hindered the capacity to generate new 
donors, our focus now turns to finding funding sources (foundations 
and donors) who can empower and enable the work of RI to be 
retained in our state schools.  The diligent financial management 
since 2019 has placed CRIAQ in a good financial position to bring 
in new partners and donors to co-fund the ongoing work of 
Christian RI across the whole state of Queensland.

Our donor strategy is aimed at funding opportunities that will 
provide the resources necessary to retain RI in curriculum time in 
Queensland State Schools.

Member Contributions
• Increase member base 

year on year.
• Find a Queensland donor 

who will match 
membership revenue $1 
for $1 so membership 
becomes a primary 
source of funding for 
CRIAQ core costs.

Queensland Donors
• Over 3 years increase from 20% to 

100% by Year 4 - statewide structure.
• Project based donors, eg digital 

solution to communicate with parents.

Foundations/Grant 
Proposals

• Fund the statewide structure 
over 3 years starting at 80% of 
budget year 1 reducing per year 
until year 4 0% of budget – a 3 
year commitment.

• Fund projects, eg high school RI 
program.
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Highlights and 
Achievements

Strategic Initiative 8
CRIAQ membership growth and 
member satisfaction

Priorities 2021

Supported, 
engaged and 
advocating 
members

Member 
engagement with 
key projects 
through their 
organisations

The number of CRIAQ members grew in 2021.  We continue to 
identify those independent churches who are supporting RI 
throughout the state.

Membership 2020-2021
• Acts2Alliance
• Anglican Church of Southern Queensland
• Australian Christian Churches (Qld)
• Catholic Archdiocese of Brisbane
• Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches
• Lutheran Church of Australia Queensland Division
• Queensland Baptists
• Queensland Congregational Churches
• Salvation Army Queensland Division
• Uniting Church in Australia Queensland
• Wesleyan Methodist Church
• Churches of Christ Queensland 
• Presbyterian Church of Queensland
• Acts Global Church
• International Network of Churches

CRIAQ value the ongoing support of its members (Denominations 
and Independent Churches) which helps us maintain our line of 
sight always that we are operating on their behalf of the church 
both locally and state-wide.

Governance Committee members as at the Annual General 
Meeting October 2020:

The Governance Committee invited an additional member in 2021:

Governance Committee Member

David Baker, Chair Uniting Church in Australia (Qld)

Stewart Pieper Queensland Baptists

Stuart Hoadley Presbyterian Church (Qld)

Neil Dickson Salvation Army Qld Division

Gary Swenson Australian Christian Churches (Qld)

Carl Mutzelburg Acts2Alliance

Jonathan Kemp Anglican Church of Southern Queensland
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Projected 2021 financial outcomes

Financial
Summary

CRIAQ acknowledges that funding contribution of our partners and donors, particularly Genesis Foundation and 
Bible Society, whose belief in this vital ministry to children and young people has enabled Christian RI to build a 
stronger RI statewide platform.  Furthermore, it has helped CRIAQ renew and equip volunteers and staff, and to 
put in place those critical elements that will sustain RI’s place within the education lifecycle of children and young 
people whose parents have consented them into RI.  RI builds a better future – student by student.

Membership
40%

Grants
50%

Donors
10%

CRIAQ 2021 Year-to-Date
Revenue Outcomes

Membership Grants Donors Other income sources

13%   SURPLUS 

COSTS   87%
REVENUE

CRIAQ 2020/2021 Outcomes:   SURPLUS = REVENUE* - EXPENSES

Reserves

Project Seed
Funds
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*Revenue includes April grant funds 
received August 2021
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Working strategically 
throughout the state to 

improve Religious Instruction 
in Queensland state schools 

so students consented into RI 
have a life engaging and 

changing experience. 

September 2021


